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FOUNDING PRINCIPLES  

Deciding the appropriate role for Congress and its institutional ability to protect individual rights requires an                
appreciation of historical precedents and constitutional principles. The Framers were heavily influenced by the              
Enlightenment and its belief that individuals have the capacity to develop and participate in self-government. In                
America they would be citizens, not “subjects” ruled by a monarch. Long before the Declaration of Independence,                 
Americans learned how to run their lives, hold meetings to discuss public issues, and find ways to forge a                   
consensus on what should be done. En- gland could exercise control only in a highly theoretical sense from                  
London. Popular sovereignty gradually took root in America. Under the press of daily demands, representative               
assemblies emerged in colonial America to safeguard the people.  

A purpose of the U.S. Constitution is to protect the dignity and worth of individuals, enabling them to                  
promote their skills and talents. James Madi- son believed that an individual “has property in his opinions and in                   
the free communication of them.” He did not associate property solely with material things. It included religious                 
opinions, personal safety and liberty, and the “free use of his faculties and free choice of the objects on which to                     
employ them.” Flowing from those fundamental values were the rights of free speech, free press, religious liberty,                 
and protection against arbitrary arrest and seizure of property. Conscience, he said, “is the most sacred of all                  
property.” Invading someone’s conscience was a greater violation than invading a person’s home.1 In Federalist               
No. 10, Madison spoke of the “diversity in the faculties of men, from which the rights of property originate.” The                    
protection of those facul- ties, he said, “is the first object of government.”2  

Protection of constitutional rights requires individual participation in government through representative           
assemblies, in both Congress and lo- cal and state legislative bodies, not by entrusting rights and liberties to the                   
President and the Supreme Court. In Federalist No. 49, Madison noted that “the people are the only legitimate                  
fountain of power.”3 It is frequently said  

1. Madison’s essay on property appeared in the National Gazette on March 29, 1792, and is reprinted in 6 The Writings of James 
Madison 101–3, Gaillard Hunt, ed.  

2. The Federalist 130–31. 3. Id. at 348.  

29  
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that if Congress does not protect its constitutional powers and abdicates—or acquiesces—to the President and the                
Supreme Court, it is at fault and de- serves no sympathy or support. Partly true, but the problem lies deeper. A                     
decline in congressional power is a decline in the power of the people the legislature represents.  

A republic is a form of government in which the supreme power rests with the people, exercised through                  
their representatives. The value of a republic ap- pears in the Pledge of Allegiance: “I pledge allegiance to the flag                    
of the United States of America and to the Republic for which it stands.” Contrary to views often heard today, the                     
overriding value in the pledge is not the flag. It is the republic. Lose the republic and the flag stands for nothing.  

In a concurrence in 1927, Justice Louis Brandeis explained important val- ues in America. The Framers                
who won independence from England believed that “the final end of the State was to make men free to develop                    
their facul- ties; and that in its government the deliberative forces should prevail over the arbitrary.”4 The purpose                  
of government was not to crush independent thought but to encourage it. The Framers valued liberty “both as an                   
end and as a means. They believed liberty to be the secret of happiness and courage to be the secret of liberty.                      
They believed that freedom to think as you will and to speak as you think are indispensable to the discovery and                     
spread of politi- cal truth; that without free speech and assembly, discussion would be futile; that with them,                  
discussion affords ordinarily adequate protection against the dissemination of noxious doctrine; that the greatest              
menace to freedom is an inert people; that public discussion is a political duty; and that this should be a                    
fundamental principle of the American government.”5  

Breaking with the British Model  

For most of recorded history, individuals accepted that political decisions over their lives would be made by a                  
select few: by princes, monarchs, and a heredi- tary aristocracy. The general public was considered too ignorant to                  
participate in public affairs. Like children, they were expected to follow the direction of those who knew best and                   
were trained to make and enforce government policy. To shore up the legitimacy of these governing bodies, kings                  
would claim to rule by divine right.6 Policies and decisions somehow descended from Heaven, even if the impact                  
on the country was calamitous. Under this  

4. Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 375 (1927) (Brandeis, J., concurring). 5. Id. 6. John Neville Figgis, The Divine Right of Kings 
(1994 ed.). His work was first published in 1896 with a second edition in 1914.  
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system, legislative bodies were in no position to take independent action to protect individual rights.  
Royal government in England faced repeated challenges. With the Magna Carta of 1215, King John at                

Runnymede promised not to capture or imprison a freeman “except by the lawful judgment of his peers or by the                    



law of the land.” Magna Carta, representing a partial concession to barons, was reissued several times by                 
subsequent kings, serving as an initial check on arbitrary and unjust rule. Within a few months, John appealed to                   
Pope Innocent III for release from any limitations to his royal authority, and by mid-August both sides mobilized                  
for war.7 John died in October 1216. Parts of Magna Carta were carried to America by English settlers and                   
adopted by some colonies.8  

Another curb on royal power took the form of the Petition of Right in 1628. Language drafted by members                   
of the House of Commons placed limits on arbitrary arrest, imprisonment without cause, forced loans by the king,                  
and martial law. After studying the draft language, Charles I agreed to grant certain benefits not by some concept                   
of individual right but by royal grace. Parliament rejected his proposal.9 After Parliament passed the Petition of                 
Right, Charles I chose to rule the country without Parliament and did so from 1629 to 1640. Conflicts between the                    
royalists and Parliament led to years of civil war and ultimately the beheading of Charles I in 1649.  

The “Glorious Revolution” of 1688 marked the overthrow of King James II by English parliamentarians               
and the ascension to the English throne of William III and his wife, Mary II. Various initiatives by James led to                     
re- peated conflicts with Parliament and the courts. After he agreed to leave England, Parliament enacted the Bill                  
of Rights in 1689, stating that his ac- tions subverted “the laws and liberties of this kingdom.” Some of the rights                     
announced in 1689 would later be incorporated in the U.S. Constitution: freedom of speech and debate in                 
Parliament, not allowing excessive bail and fines, and prohibiting cruel and unusual punishments.10  

During this period, England made efforts to break with absolute monar- chy and divine right, but those                 
concepts did not disappear entirely. Writing in 1765, William Blackstone explained that the king “is not only                 
incapable of doing wrong, but even of thinking wrong: he can never mean to do an  

7. Ralph V. Turner, “The Making of Magna Carta: The Historical Background,” in Daniel Barstow Magraw, Andrea Martinez, &                   
Roy E. Brownell II, eds., Magna Carta and the Rule of Law 41 (2014).  

8. A. E. Dick Howard, The Road from Runnymede: Magna Carta and Constitutionalism in America (1968).  
9. Stephen D. White, Sir Edward Cook and “the Grievances of the Commonwealth,” 1621–1628, at 222–53 (1979).  
10. E. N. Williams, ed., The Eighteenth Century Constitution: Documents and Com- mentary 26–33 (1965).  
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improper thing: in him is no folly or weakness.”11 He also recognized in the king certain powers and capacities                   
that he “enjoys alone,” and in the exertion of “lawful prerogative, the king is and ought to be absolute; that is, so                      
far absolute, that there is no legal authority that can either delay or resist him.”12 Among the king’s absolute                   
powers were making treaties, appointing ambas- sadors, and declaring war.13 The powers that Blackstone placed               
with the king are vested either entirely in Congress or shared between the Senate and the President (making                  
treaties and appointing ambassadors).  

The appeal of popular government in America prompted the Continental Congress to meet in 1774. With                
the Declaration of Independence two years later, Americans were prepared to reject monarchy and embrace broad                
public participation. Thomas Jefferson is often credited as author of the Declaration of Independence, but some of                 
the main features (and actual language) had already been stated by George Mason in the Virginia Declaration of                  
Rights in 1776. For example, Mason began with these words: “That all men are created equally free and                  



independent, and have certain inherent natural rights, of which they cannot, by any compact, deprive or divest                 
their posterity; among which are the enjoyment of life and liberty, with the means of acquiring and possessing                  
property, and pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety. That all power is by God and Nature vested in, and                   
consequently derived from, the people; that the magistrates are their trustees and servants, and at all times                 
amenable to them.”14  

Lessons from the Continental Congress  

Unlike England, with its history of monarchy over which Parliament gradu- ally gained control, America as a                 
national government began with a legislative branch and no other. After America declared its independence from                
En- gland, all national powers (including executive and judicial) were vested in a Continental Congress.15 The                
ninth article of the first national constitution, the Articles of Confederation, provided: “The United States in                
Congress as- sembled, shall have the sole and exclusive right and power of determining on peace and war.” The                   
single exception to that principle, which rejected Black- stone’s model of royal prerogative, lay with the sixth                 
article, which allowed  

11. 1 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England 239 (1765) (emphases in original).  
12. Id. at 232, 243. 13. Id. at 244–50. 14. See Helen Hill Miller, George Mason of Gunston Hall (1958). 15. Edmund 
Cody Burnett, The Continental Congress 118–21 (1964 ed.).  
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states to engage in war if invaded by enemies or when threatened by Indian tribes. That understanding carried                  
forward in Article I, Section 10, of the U.S. Constitution: “No State shall . . . engage in War, unless actually                     
invaded, or in such imminent Danger as will not admit of delay.”  

The powers of the new national government were severely limited by the need to receive approval from nine of 
the thirteen states when it wanted to engage in war, enter into treaties, borrow money, appropriate money, and 
make other commitments. The Articles of Confederation did not provide for a national executive or judiciary. 

There was a President of the Continen- tal Congress, but he was merely a presiding officer who lacked 
independent executive power. Studies look to this period as a forerunner for the U.S. Presi- dent.16 Members of 
Congress had to handle not only legislative duties but executive and judicial as well. After finishing legislative 

business they served on special committees to deal with administrative and adjudicative matters.17 Dissatisfaction 
with this system led to the creation of boards composed of men from outside Congress. For example, in 

November 1776 Congress authorized the appointment of three commissioners to execute the business of the navy. 
Known as the Navy Board, it was subject to the direction of the Marine Committee. Other boards were 

established. This experiment helped relieve lawmakers of some committee work, but often the work of boards 
proceeded at too slow a pace and without a single person held responsible. By 1781, Congress decided to take the 

next step and appoint single officers to handle administrative matters. In a practical sense, some members of 
legisla- tive committees were already functioning as single executives.18 This experi- ence helped inform members 



of Congress in 1789 when they created the first executive departments.  
On January 10, 1781, Congress heard the committee on the Department of Foreign Affairs recommend the                

establishment of a permanent office “as a remedy against the fluctuation, the delay and indecision to which the                  
present mode of managing our foreign affairs must be exposed.” Responsibility for the overall direction of the                 
Department would fall to a Secretary for Foreign Affairs. On February 7, Congress created three new executive                 
officers: the Superintendent of Finance, the Secretary at War, and the Secretary of Ma- rine. The office of                  
Attorney General was created on February 16 to prosecute all suits on behalf of the United States and to advise                    
Congress on all legal  

16. William B. Michaelsen, Creating the American Presidency, 1775–1789; Jennings B. Sanders, The Presidency of the                
Continental Congress, 1774–89: A Study in American Con- stitutional History (1971); Charles C. Thach, Jr., The Creation of the                   
Presidency, 1775–1789 (1969; originally published in 1923).  

17. Louis Fisher, President and Congress: Power and Policy 6–8 (1972). 18. Id. at 9–11.  
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matters submitted to him. This separation of power—the result of a painfully slow evolution of executive                
departments—stands as a victory not for abstract doctrine but of force majeure. In a striking phrase, Francis                 
Wharton said the Constitution “did not make this distribution of power. It would be more proper to say that this                    
distribution of power made the Constitution of the United States.”19  

Although Congress used the titles “Department” and “Secretary,” these ex- ecutive officers functioned             
solely as agents of the legislative branch. A separate executive branch would not be created until delegates met at                   
Philadelphia to draft a new Constitution. Their work was strongly informed by evident weak- nesses in the                 
Articles of Confederation, placing all three powers of national government in the Continental Congress. It was                
widely understood that the new national government would be composed of three separate branches to handle                
executive, legislative, and judicial duties. In 1789, when the First Con- gress created the executive departments of                 
State, War, and the Treasury, they were to be headed by a single executive, not a board.  

Just as a separate executive branch was seen as necessary from the experi- ence of the Articles of                  
Confederation, the same lesson applied to the need for an independent judiciary. The Continental Congress               
created Courts of Admiralty to decide all controversies over captures and distribution of prizes. Provisions were                
made in January 1777 for appeal to a standing committee, which handled fifty-six cases over a three-year period.                  
In January 1780, a separate and permanent court was established to try all appeals: the Court of Appeals in Cases                    
of Capture. Pending cases were transferred from Con- gress to this new court. Following the conclusion of the war                   
with England and the signing of the peace treaty, the business of the Court declined, and in February 1786                   
Congress resolved that the salaries of all judges be termi- nated. Financed on a per diem basis, the Court                   
continued to function until its last session on May 16, 1787, at the State House in Philadelphia, across the hall                    
from the room in which delegates were assembling to write a new constitution.20  



19. 1 Francis Wharton, The Revolutionary Diplomatic Correspondence of the United States 663 (1889). For further details on the                   
experience with single executives in the Conti- nental Congress, see Fisher, President and Congress, at 11–16.  

20. Henry J. Bourguignon, The First Federal Court: The Federal Appellate Prize Court of the American Revolution, 1775–1787                  
(1977); Sidney Teiser, “The Genesis of the Supreme Court,” 25 Va. L. Rev. 398 (1939); F. Regis Noel, “Vestiges of a Supreme Court                       
among the Colonies and under the Articles of Confederation,” 37–38 Records Colum. Hist. Soc. 123 (1937).  
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Drafting the Constitution  

By the time the delegates met in Philadelphia, it was widely understood that the new national government would                  
consist of three separate branches, with each branch empowered to check encroachments by the others. Separating                
the powers created a political system designed to protect individual rights from government abuse. Instead of                
being ruled by a king who possessed a wide range of prerogative powers, an independently elected Congress pos-                  
sessed sufficient authority and legitimacy to conduct effective controls over the President and executive officers.  

On June 1, 1787, delegates at the constitutional convention debated a resolution to create a separate                
President. The language reflects the influence of the Articles of Confederation and its search for an effective                 
administrative officer: “Resolved, that a national executive be instituted; to be chosen by the national legislature;                
for the term of years . . . and that besides a general authority to execute the national laws, it ought to enjoy the                        
executive rights vested in Congress by the confederation.” The delegates initially chose to fill up the blank with                  
the word “seven” and postponed action on a proposal to have Congress select the President.21 Later they agreed to                   
have the President chosen by an Electoral College and serve a four-year term.  

Debate on June 1 revealed the determination of delegates to reject the British model that relied on                 
monarchical powers. Charles Pinckney said he was “for a vigorous Executive but was afraid the Executive powers                 
of [the existing] Congress might extend to peace & war &c which would render the Executive a Monarchy, of the                    
worst kind, towit an elective one.” James Wilson moved that the Executive consist “of a single person,” seconded                  
by Pinckney. John Rutledge, most likely recalling the problems with boards during the Continental Congress,               
agreed that the executive power should be placed in a single person. A single individual would feel the greatest                   
responsibility and administer the public affairs best, “tho’ he was not for giving him the power of war and                   
peace.”22  

Roger Sherman promoted a limited view of the President, considering the office “as nothing more than an                 
institution for carrying the will of the Leg- islature into effect.”23 He would later describe presidential power in                  
more generous terms. Wilson said he preferred “a single magistrate, as giving most energy dispatch and                
responsibility to the office,” but did not consider “the Prerogatives of the British Monarch as a proper guide in                   
defining the Ex- ecutive powers.” Some of those prerogatives, he said, “were of a Legislative  

21. 1 Farrand 62–64. 22. Id. at 64–65. 23. Id. at 65.  
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nature,” including “war & peace &c.”24 He added that the British model was inapplicable to the United States                  
because of its greater size and “manners so republican.”25  

On June 18, Alexander Hamilton delivered a lengthy speech on constitu- tional principles, stating that his                
personal view “almost led him to despair that a Republican Govt. could be established over so great an extent.” In                    
his opinion, “he had no scruple in declaring, supported as he was by the opinions of so many of the wise & good,                       
that the British Govt. was the best in the world: and that he doubted much whether any thing short of it would do                       
in America.”26 There could be no “good Govt. without a good Executive. The English model was the only good                   
one of this subject.” Because of his admiration for the British king, he suggested it might be best for the U.S.                     
President to serve for life.27  

As he continued to speak, Hamilton began to break free of the British model and royal prerogatives. The                  
U.S. President, he said, would “have the direction of war when authorized or begun.”28 He proposed to give the                   
Senate “the sole power of declaring war.”29 Hamilton agreed that the President could make treaties only with the                  
“advice and approbation of the Senate.”30 He concluded that the power to appoint ambassadors should not be                 
given solely to the President. It would require Senate approval.31 In urging ratification of the Constitution in 1788,                  
Hamilton in Federalist No. 69 detailed the vast difference between the powers vested in the British king and the                   
“inferior” powers granted to the President.32  

On August 17, the delegates turned to the power to initiate war. The draft constitution stated that Congress                  
would have the power “To make war.” Pinckney objected that legislative proceedings “were too slow” and it                 
would meet “but once a year.” Moreover, the House of Representatives “would be too numerous for such                 
deliberations.” The Senate, he said, would be “the best depository, being more acquainted with foreign affairs, and                 
most capable of proper resolutions.” Pierce Butler saw no need for a legislative role. He was for “vesting the                   
power in the President, who will have all the requisite qualities, and will not make war but when the Nation will                     
support it.”33  

24. Id. at 65–66. 25. Id. at 66. 26. Id. at 288. 27. Id. at 289. 28. Id. at 292. 
29. Id. 30. Id. 31. Id. 32. The Federalist, at 446. 33. 2 Farrand 318.  
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At that point, James Madison and Elbridge Gerry moved to insert “de- clare” for “make,” leaving to the                  
President “the power to repel sudden at- tacks.” Roger Sherman approved, believing that the President should be                 
able “to repel and not to commence war.” Gerry, disturbed by Butler’s recom- mendation, “never expected to hear                  
in a republic a motion to empower the Executive alone to declare war.”34 George Mason spoke against giving the                   



power of war to the President “because not [safely] to be trusted with it; or to the Senate, because not so                     
constructed as to be entitled to it. He was for clog- ging rather than facilitating war; but for facilitating peace.” On                     
the motion to insert “declare” for “make,” it was agreed to.35  

At the state ratifying conventions, it was understood that the decision to take the country from a state of                   
peace to a state of war would reside in Con- gress, not the President. In Pennsylvania, James Wilson expressed the                    
prevail- ing opinion that the American system of checks and balances “will not hurry us into war; it is calculated                    
to guard against it. It will not be in the power of a single man, or a single body of men, to involve us in such                          
distress; for the important power of declaring war is vested in the legislature at large.”36 In North Carolina, James                   
Iredell compared the limited powers of the President with those of the British monarch. The king of Great Britain                   
was not only the Commander in Chief “but has the power, in time of war, to raise fleets and armies. He has also                       
authority to declare war.” By contrast, the President “has not the power of declaring war by his own authority, nor                    
that of raising fleets of armies. These powers are vested in other hands.”37 In South Carolina, Charles Pinckney                  
assured his colleagues that the President’s powers “did not permit him to declare war.”38  

Remarks by Pierce Butler at the South Carolina ratifying convention are quite instructive, if not amusing.                
In Philadelphia he expressed total trust in the President’s judgment to involve the country in war. Not a single                   
delegate supported him. He now fully distanced himself from his initial position. In recalling the debate in                 
Philadelphia, he said, “some gentlemen were inclined to give the power to the President; but it was objected to, as                    
throwing into his hands the influence of a monarch, having an opportunity of involving his country in a war                   
whenever he wished to promote her destruction.” Of course the unnamed “gentleman” was Butler.  

The preamble to the Constitution, particularly the first three words, would have been unimaginable in other 
countries: “We the People of the United  

34. Id. 35. Id. at 319. 36. 2 Elliot 528. 37. 4 Elliot 107. 38. Id. at 
287.  
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States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure do- mestic Tranquility, provide for the                  
common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity,                 
do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America.” Nothing in those words or in the seven                    
Articles that followed contemplated a Congress subordinate to unchecked presidential and judicial power.  

The Committee of Detail had proposed: “We the people of the States of New Hampshire, Massachusetts,”                
followed by the other states and end- ing with Georgia. Gouverneur Morris fashioned that into “We the People.”                  
Instead of underscoring the power of states and their possible exercise of in- dependent status, he created a phrase                   
“that would ring throughout American history, defining every American as part of a single whole.”39  

Proposing a Title for the President  

On August 6, 1787, at the Philadelphia Convention, the Committee of De- tail reported a “stile” for the President:                   



“The President of the United States of America” and a title: “His Excellency.”40 On September 10, with a week                   
remaining in the proceedings, the Committee of Style made those same rec- ommendations.41 Yet the final draft of                  
the Constitution merely provided in Article II this language: “The executive power shall be vested in a president                  
of the United States.”42 There was no effort to propose a separate style or title.  

When the First Congress met in 1789, lawmakers debated the need to give the President a style or title.                   
Would the terms be consistent with republican government or borrow from British or European precedents? On                
April 23, the Senate proposed a committee of three members to consider and report “what style or titles it will be                     
proper to annex to the offices of President and Vice President of the United States.” A resolution to that effect                    
passed the follow- ing day.43 On April 24, the House appointed five members to consider those same issues.44 They                   
reported on May 5 that “it is not proper to annex any style or title to the respective styles or titles of office                       
expressed in the Constitution.” The House agreed to that report.45  

39. Richard Brookhiser, Gentleman Revolutionary: Gouverneur Morris—The Rake Who Wrote the Constitution 90–92 (2003).  
40. 2 Farrand 185. 41. Id. at 572. 42. Id. at 597. 43. 1 Annals of Cong. 24 (1789). 
44. Id. at 192. 45. Id. at 247.  
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The two chambers disagreed fundamentally on the issue, the Senate pre- ferring the types of titles adopted                 
in Europe for high public officials, and the House regarding such titles as incompatible with republican                
government. On May 8, the House voted down a Senate proposal to address the President as “His Excellency.”46                  

Three days later the House again debated the issue. Thomas Tucker of South Carolina objected that conferring a                  
“high title” would lead to “an embroidered robe, a princely equipage, and finally, a Crown and hereditary                 
succession.”47 If lawmakers expected a title would please Presi- dent George Washington they would be “greatly                
disappointed” because the President had “a real dignity of character, and is above such little vanities.”48 Tucker                 
continued: “This spirit of imitation, sir, this spirit of mimicry and apery will be the ruin of our country. Instead of                     
giving us dignity in the eye of foreigners, it will expose us to be laughed at as apes.”49  

James Madison of Virginia recommended that, out of respect, the House agree to meet with the Senate.                 
Still, he said his strongest objection to titles “is founded on principle; instead of increasing, they diminish the true                   
dignity and importance of a Republic, and would in particular, on this occasion, diminish the true dignity of the                   
first magistrate himself.”50 Echoing some of the points made by Tucker, Madison said that if Congress gave titles                  
“we must either borrow or invent them.” If lawmakers borrowed, “the servile imi- tation will be odious, not to say                    
ridiculous also.”51 The House appointed a committee of five, including Madison, to meet once again with the                 
Senate committee.52  

The Senate committee had proposed this title: “His Highness, the Presi- dent of the United States of                 
America, and Protector of their Liberties.”53 Some lawmakers objected not merely to that title but the claim that                  
the President had a unique role or special competence in protecting individual liberties. Senator Robert Morris of                 
Pennsylvania said he believed the protection of rights “lay with the Whole Congress.”54 To preserve harmony with                 
the House, the Senate resolved that the address should be “The President of the United States,” without the                  



addition of any other title. That resolution passed.55  

46. Id. at 33. 47. Id. at 319. 48. Id. 49. Id. at 320. 50. Id. at 321. 51. Id. 52. Id. at 324. 53. Id at 35. 54. Kathleen Bartoloni-Tuazon, For Fear 
of an Elective King: George Washington and the Presidential Title Controversy of 1789, at 106 (2014).  

55. 1 Annals of Cong. 36.  
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The Bill of Rights  

In Federalist No. 84, Hamilton acknowledged that critics of the draft Con- stitution objected it “contains no bill of                   
rights.”56 He considered a bill of rights “not only unnecessary in the proposed Constitution, but would even be                  
dangerous.”57 As checks on governmental abuse, Madison argued in Federalist No. 49 that “the people are the                 
only legitimate fountain of power, and it is from them that the constitutional charter, under which the several                  
branches of government hold their power, is derived. . . .”58 Still, he expressed concern that “the tendency of                   
republican governments is to an aggrandizement of the legislative at the expense of the other departments.”59 After                 
warning about legislative encroachments, he concluded in Federalist No. 51 that in “republi- can government, the                
legislative authority necessarily predominates.”60  

The draft Constitution provided checks on legislative authority. Article I, Section 9, provided that the               
privilege of the writ of habeas corpus “shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the                    
public Safety may require it.” That same section provides that no bill of attainder (legisla- tive punishment                 
without judicial trial) or ex post facto law shall be passed. Article I, Section 9, prohibits states from passing a bill                     
of attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing the obligation of contracts. Article III, Section 3, states that                   
treason against the United States shall consist “only in levying War against them, or in adhering to their Enemies,                   
giving them Aid and Com- fort,” and no person shall be convicted of treason unless on the testimony of two                    
witnesses “to the same overt Act, or on Confession in open Court.” Under Article IV, Section 2, the citizens of                    
each state shall be entitled “to all Privileges and Immunities of Citizens of the several States.” Article VI pro-                   
vides that “no religious Test shall ever be required as a Qualification to any Office or public Trust under the                    
United States.”  

Even with those safeguards, it was understood that one of the first orders of business by the First Congress                   
would be passage of a bill of rights and submit- ting it to the states for ratification. On May 4, 1789, Madison                      
gave notice that “he intended to bring on the subject of amendments to the Constitution.”61 For guidance, he could                   
consult state constitutions, including the Virginia Bill of Rights of June 12, 1776, drafted by George Mason. It                  
included the right in a criminal trial to be confronted with accusers and witnesses, to have a speedy  

56. The Federalist 532. 57. Id. at 535. 58. Id. at 348. 59. Id. at 350. 60. Id. at 356. 
61. 1 Annals of Cong. 247 (1789).  
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trial by an impartial jury without being compelled to give evidence against oneself, limits on excessive bail and                  
fines, prohibitions on cruel and unusual punishments, prohibitions on general warrants, freedom of the press, and                
the free exercise of religion.62  

In discussing his proposed bill of rights, Madison said it was “less neces- sary to guard against the abuse in                    
the Executive Department than any other; because it is not the stronger of the system, but the weaker. It therefore                    
must be leveled against the Legislative, for it is the most powerful, and most likely to be abused, because it is                     
under the least control.”63 He added: “independent tribunals of justice will consider themselves in a peculiar                
manner the guard- ians of those rights; they will be an impenetrable bulwark against every as- sumption of power                   
in the Legislative or Executive.”64 His judgment was put to the test with enactment of the repressive Alien and                   
Sedition Acts, passed by Congress in 1798 and signed by President John Adams (discussed in chapter 1). No                  
federal court came to the defense of individuals prosecuted under those statutes. On the contrary, some judges                 
were conspicuous advocates. Federal courts, consisting entirely of Federalists, “joined the campaign against             
republicanism with such fervor as to taint its capacity to conduct impartial trials.”65 Many judges “fanned political                 
passions, applied the Sedition Act to further partisan interests, and actively cooperated in ferreting out potential                
violators.”66  

Scope of Public Participation  

In 1792, Congress debated a bill to establish a uniformed militia drawn from the various states. Some lawmakers                  
expressed concern that a militia could not only fulfill its statutory purpose (suppressing insurrections and repelling                
invasions) but turn against the public. During House debate, William Vans Murray warned: “Of all the offices of                  
politics, the most irksome and delicate is that by which a Legislature directs the military forces of the community                   
to its own conservation, as it presupposes situations in which resistance to the Government itself is contemplated.                 
Hence, we see a jealousy even in England of the use of the sword, when drawn against any part of the                     
community.”67  

62. Henry Steele Commager, ed., Documents of American History 103–4 (7th ed., 1963). 63. 1 Annals of Cong. 437 (1789). 64. Id. at 439. 
65. Geoffrey R. Stone, Perilous Times: Free Speech in Wartime from the Sedition Act of 1798 to the War on Terrorism 68 (2004).  

66. Id. 67. Annals of Cong., 2d Cong., 1st–2d Sess. 554 (1792).  
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To curb unwarranted and unjustified use of the militia, an amendment provided that information of any                



insurrection would have to be communi- cated to the President by either a Supreme Court Justice or a federal                   
district judge. A judicial check would thus operate on executive power.68 Moreover, in case of an insurrection in                  
any state against the government, the President needed to be so informed by the state legislature or the governor.69                   

The statute specified that these emergency powers to use the militia to suppress rebellion would be available to                  
the President only “if the legislature of the United States be not in session.”70  

President Washington learned a lesson during this period on the capacity of the general public to check his                  
initiatives. He issued what has come to be known as the Neutrality Proclamation of 1793, warning Americans to                  
avoid any involvement in the war between France and England. He instructed law officers to prosecute all persons                  
who violated his proclamation. Jurors balked at a presidential initiative to punish individuals. Insisting that               
criminal law required congressional action through the regular legislative process, jurors made it clear they would                
acquit any individual charged with acting contrary to the proclamation. In England, perhaps the king could issue                 
legally binding proclamations, but America was committed to republican government. Ju- rors asserted their              
independent right to safeguard constitutional principles.71 Unable to cite statutory support to justify actions in               
court, the government dropped other prosecutions.72 Washington turned to Congress for statutory authority. He              
presented the matter to lawmakers, stating that it rested with “the wisdom of Congress to correct, improve, or                  
enforce” the policy set forth in his proclamation.73 Congress passed the Neutrality Act of 1794, provid- ing the                  
administration the legal authority it needed to prosecute and punish individuals who violated national policy.  

On March 3, 1791, Congress enacted a federal excise tax on spirits dis- tilled within the United States.                  
Excise taxes had a long history of inflaming the public and provoking protests.74 To American farmers, converting                 
grain into alcohol “was considered to be as clear a national right as to convert grain  

68. Id. at 577 (amendment by Abraham Baldwin). 69. 1 Stat. 264, sec. 1 (1792). 70. Id., sec. 2. 71. Francis Wharton, State Trials of the 
United States during the Administrations of Washington and Adams 84–85 (1849); Henfield’s Case, 11 F. Cas. 1099 (C.C. Pa. 1793) (No. 
6, 360).  
72. 2 John Marshall, The Life of George Washington 273 (1832). 73. Annals of Cong., 3d Cong., 1st–2d Sess. 11 (1793). 74. Townsend 
Ward, “The Insurrection of the Year 1794, in the Western Counties of Penn- sylvania,” 6 Pa. Hist. Soc. Memoirs 119, 119–27 (1858).  
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into flour.”75 Beginning in September 1791, excise agents who attempted to collect revenue were seized, tarred                
and feathered, and stripped of horse and money.76 President Washington understood the checkered history of               
excise taxes. An excise law was “of odious character with the people; partial in its operation; unproductive unless                  
enforced by arbitrary and vexatious means; and committing the authority of the Government in parts where                
resistance is most probable, and coercion least practicable.”77  

By September 1792, Washington learned that citizens in western Penn- sylvania had used violence against               
federal officers attempting to collect du- ties on distilled spirits.78 Concerned that the rebellion might spread to                 
other states, he issued a proclamation on September 15, 1792, warning those who resisted the law that it was his                    
duty “to take care that the laws be faithfully executed.” He directed all courts, magistrates, and officers to see that                    
the laws were obeyed and the public peace preserved.79  



On August 7, 1794, Washington issued another proclamation, itemizing a long list of abuses against federal                
agents and stating he had put into effect the procedures of the Militia Act.80 He provided Justice James Wilson                   
evidence needed to verify the rebellion and received from Wilson a certification that ordinary legal means were                 
insufficient to execute national law.81 Washington called on the militias of four states to put down the rebellion.82                  

District Judge Richard Peters joined Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton and District Attorney William Rawle              
to accompany the troops. Hamilton and Rawle con- ducted hearings before Judge Peters to identify the instigators,                 
who were later tried in Philadelphia.83  

The story now turns from citizens who used violence against federal agents to citizens who merely wanted                 
to discuss public policy in their homes and other places. In his response to the Whiskey Rebellion, Washington                  
publicly objected to citizens holding “certain irregular meetings” to express their dis- agreement with government               
policies. Political clubs had indeed emerged, sup- ported by opposition newspapers that helped sharpen rhetoric               
and crystallize grievances.84 In a letter of September 15, 1794, Washington concluded that  

75. Id. at 126. 76. Id. at 130–31. 77. 32 The Writings of George Washington 96, John C. Fitzpatrick, ed. (1939). Letter to Secretary of the 
Treasury Alexander Hamilton.  

78. Thomas P. Slaughter, The Whiskey Rebellion 179–81 (1986). 79. 1 Richardson 116–17. 80. Id. at 150. 81. Id. at 
152. 82. Id. at 153. 83. Homer Cummings & Carl McFarland, Federal Justice 43–45 (1937). 84. Slaughter, The Whiskey 
Rebellion, at 163–65, 194–95.  
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the Whiskey Rebellion “may be considered as the first ripe fruit of the Demo- cratic Societies.”85 Who were these                   
societies? How dangerous were they to public peace? Washington, directing his ire at those who joined these                 
groups and participated in their discussions, expressed no support for citizens who wanted to discuss public                
affairs. He asked: “can any thing be more absurd, more arrogant, or more pernicious to the peace of Society, than                    
for self created bodies, forming themselves into permanent Censors, and under the shade of Night in a                 
conclave?”86 He said these individuals had no right to offer personal judgments that statutes passed by Congress                 
were mischievous or unconsti- tutional. In his mind, citizens had no right to disagree with national policy.  

Washington distinguished the activities of Democratic Societies from the constitutional right of the people              
“to meet occasionally, to petition for, or to remonstrate against, any Act of the Legislature &c.”87 To him,                  
Democratic Societies endeavored “to destroy all confidence in the Administration, by ar- raigning all its acts,                
without knowing on what ground, or with what informa- tion it proceeds and this without regard to decency or                   
truth.”88 In short, any individual or group that chose to criticize governmental policy would have to be dealt with                   
harshly. As noted in one study, he sought to “delegitimize them as participants in the political process.”89  

On October 8, 1794, Washington again voiced his contempt for citizens who met in private organizations                
to discuss government policy. The “daring and factious spirit which has arisen (to overturn the laws, and to                  
subvert the Constitution) ought to be subdued. If this is not done, there is, an end of and we may bid adieu to all                        
government in this Country, except Mob and Club govt. from whence nothing but anarchy and confusion can                 
ensue.”90 He worried that Edmond Genet, the French diplomat he called a “diabolical leader,” intended “to sow                 
sedition, to poison the minds of the people of this Country.”91  



A week later, Washington predicted that others would soon understand the ill designs of those who led                 
these self-created societies. He said he “should be extremely sorry therefore if Mr. [Madison] from any cause                 
whatsoever should get entangled with them, or their politics.”92 In his judgment, these political  

85. 33 The Writings of George Washington 506 (letter to Burges Hall, emphasis in original). 86. Id. (emphasis in original). 87. Id. 88. Id. at 
507. 89. Robert M. Chesney, “Democratic-Republican Societies, Subversion, and the Limits of Legitimate Dissent in the Early Republic,” 
82 N.C. L. Rev. 1525, 1528 (2004).  
90. 33 The Writings of George Washington 523 (letter to Maj. Gen. Daniel Morgan). 91. Id. at 524. 92. 34 The Writings of George 
Washington 3 (letter to Secretary of State Edmund Ran- dolph, emphasis in original).  
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clubs “will destroy the government of this Country.”93 He received support from some members of his Cabinet.                 
Secretary of State Edmund Randolph told Washington that he “never did see an opportunity of destroying these                 
self-constituted bodies, until the fruit of their operations was discharged in the insurrection.” Randolph counseled:               
“They may now, I believe, be crushed. The prospect ought not to be lost.”94  

Washington’s Sixth Annual Address to Congress, delivered on November 18, 1794, reviewed his efforts to               
suppress the whiskey rebellion in four west- ern counties of Pennsylvania. He said that based on a belief that the                    
govern- ment’s excise tax operation “might be defeated, certain self-created societies assumed the tone of               
condemnation.”95 Toward the end of his address he took another slap at Democratic Societies, urging Congress to                 
unite “to turn the machinations of the wicked to the confirming of our constitution: to enable us at all times to root                      
out internal sedition, and put invasion to flight.”96  

Washington’s sharp rebuke of Democratic Societies provoked lengthy de- bate in Congress. The Senate              
generally supported Washington’s objection to private clubs that met to discuss political issues. In its formal                
response to Washington’s annual address, the Senate said that resistance to laws in the western counties of                 
Pennsylvania “has been increased by the proceedings of certain self-created societies relative to the laws and                
administration of the Government; proceedings, in our apprehension, founded in political error, calculated, if not               
intended, to disorganize our Government, and which, by inspiring delusive hopes of support, have been influential                
in misleading our fellow-citizens in the scene of insurrection.”97  

House debate was more mixed. William Smith warned that if the House failed to endorse Washington’s                
views about Democratic Societies, the silence of lawmakers “would be an avowed desertion of the Executive.”98                

Quite an extraordinary position. Any attempt by a member of Congress to think in- dependently about a                 
presidential policy would amount to desertion. Other members, however, insisted they had a constitutional right               
and a personal need to speak their minds. Was it expected, asked John Nicholas, “that I am to abandon my                    
independence for the sake of the President? ”99 Josiah Parker suggested that Washington, “for whose character and                 
services he felt as much  

93. Id. 94. Letter of Edmund Randolph to George Washington, Oct. 11, 1794, George Washing- ton Papers, Series 5, Reel 106, Library of 
Congress, Manuscript Division.  
95. 34 The Writings of George Washington 29. 96. Id. at 37. 97. 1 Richardson 160. For a fine analysis of the political clubs forming in the 
1790s, see Eugene Perry Link, Democratic-Republican Societies, 1790–1800 (1942).  



98. Annals of Cong., 3d Cong., 1st–2d Sess. 901 (1794). 99. Id. at 910.  
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respect and gratitude as any man in America, had been misinformed on this point.” Notwithstanding his                
admiration for the President, “he was not to give up his opinions for the sake of any man.”100 Parker believed that                     
his con- stituents in Virginia would be repelled by any form of censorship or repres- sion: “They love your                   
Government much, but they love their independence more.”101  

William Giles, after noting his respect for Washington, asked what purpose was served by rebuking such                
abstractions as “self-created societies.” There was not an individual in the country, he said, “who might not come                  
under the charge of being a member of some one or the other self-created society. Asso- ciations of this kind,                    
religious, political, and philosophical, were to be found in every quarter of the Continent.”102 Giles suggested that                 
the Baptists, the Methodists, and the Friends might be called self-created societies. He insisted that members of                 
the House were elected “not for the purpose of passing indis- criminate votes of censure, but to legislate only.”                   
Giles repudiated “all aiming at a restraint on the opinions of private persons.”103 The public “have a right to                   
censure us,” he said, but “we have not a right to censure them.”104  

James Madison reinforced those points by insisting that Congress had an essential role in protecting               
individual rights. To him opinions “are not the ob- jects of legislation.” Any indiscriminate censure that falls on                  
classes or on in- dividuals “will be a severe punishment.” Such conduct was incompatible with constitutional                
principles: “If we advert to the nature of Republican Govern- ment, we shall find that the censorial power is in the                     
people over the Govern- ment, and not in the Government over the people.”105 Should government, asked                
Abraham Bedford Venable, “show their imbecility by censuring what we cannot punish? The people have a right                 
to think and a right to speak.”106 Thus ended a misguided effort by President Washington, some of his Cabinet                   
officials, and certain lawmakers to single out political societies for censure and upbraid them for expressing                
opinions about public policy.  

How the three branches apply constitutional principles to protect individ- ual rights is explored in chapters                
3 through 7, starting first with the treatment of blacks from slavery through the Civil War and to contemporary                   
times. Subsequent chapters cover the rights of women, children, religious minorities, and Native Americans.  

100. Id. at 913. 101. Id. at 914. 102. Id. at 899–900. 103. Id. at 901. 104. Id. at 917 
(emphasis in original). 105. Id. at 934. 106. Id. at 910.  
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